Amplify your online social influence
with the help of Vogue Portfolio – an
online marketing and discovery platform
for established and budding design
professionals. By creating compelling
content that speaks about your brand,
it allows you to reach potential customers
beyond the metros, generate leads and
a lot more….

For package details and listing queries, log on to Vogue.in/portfolio or write to portfolio@condenast.in

BIKRAMJIT BOSE

Get discovered and showcase your design expertise on

SOME OF THE FEATURED PORTFOLIOS
CONFIDRESS

Conceptualised by Ishita Khosla,
Confidress is an online fashion
portal that curates looks with
renowned designers and expert
stylists. Offering individual styling
services for men and women, it
covers a wide range of designer
and fashion forward apparels and
accessories. Whether it’s formal,
casual or ethnic wear, Confidress
has you covered.

SEASON’S
FAVOURITE

Keeping sustainability, style
and glamour in mind, this
ethereal and edgy outfit
from their Enchanted Khadi
collection has been crafted
from recycled material. The
designers’ inspiration was
fabric manipulation, ideal for
summer soirees.

VIDHI WADHWANI

Vidhi Wadhwani’s eponymous
label is all about structure and
fluidity with a focus on textures
painstakingly created through
intricate processes of quilting,
cutwork and applique. The
diffusion-wear label is known
for its unique 3D textures and
contemporary craftsmanship.
The designer recently launched
Solstice, her Spring/Summer 2018
Collection at London Fashion Week.

SEASON’S
FAVOURITE

This tastefully put-together
summer-chic look combines
a white hand loom bustier
top with earthy brown printed
culottes. Adding soul to it is
a statement handcrafted cuff
and a tassel-tan bucket bag
offering the perfect look for
days when the mercury levels
are high.

A HUMMING WAY

Helmed by sisters Sweta Agrawal
and Pallavi Podar, A Humming
Way finds inspiration in the old
regalia of Rajasthan. The label
appeals to strong, confident
women by addressing their
uniqueness, out-of-the-box
style and aesthetics. Their
recent collection has beautifully
handspun pure, natural fabric
with organza mesh detailing.

SEASON’S
FAVOURITE

This bright number from
the label’s Solstice collection
screams “summer ready”. It
brings together symmetrical
shapes, structured cuts and
vibrant hues. Vidhi’s signature
Prism-appliqué makes this
dress a perfect resort-wear
option for the day.

GET LISTED ON VOGUE PORTFOLIO!
REACH OUT TO THE RIGHT AUDIENCE.

